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Take your productivity to
the next level with the latest
FUJITSU Ultra-Mobile Premium
products. Giving you the
freedom you deserve.

The FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U7 Series joins
the Ultra-Mobile Premium Family
Whether foldable, convertible or detachable, the FUJITSU
portfolio has a traveling companion to fulfill your computing
needs both in and out of the office.
Discover the new Ultra-Mobile Premium Family
fujitsu.com/ultra-mobile

FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U7 Series
Ultra-Mobile meets Ultra Secure

The FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U7 Series is the slim, light and
stylish ultra-mobile notebook family for business professionals
based on the 10th generation Intel® Core™ processor. Three
models meet all modern workplace challenges with various
display sizes and ample battery life for long working days.

Stylish ultra-mobile notebook that supports ergonomics in the office
Provide an excellent user experience with the FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U7 series
to different user profiles and – at the same time – meet your corporate demands.
Make your desk sharing concepts a reality with the LIFEBOOK U7 Series port
replicators. And support modern work styles with features like the following:

■ Premium connectivity
■ Outstanding data security
■ Effective privacy protection
■ Slim, light and stylish design
■ Excellent mobility and portability
■ Full day battery life
■ 13.3-, 14.0- and 15.6-inch screens

ePrivacy filter digitally blocks digital snoops
At the press of a single key, the notebook goes
into stealth mode – digitally blocking the screen
from being readable from an indirect viewing
angle.

Discover the new Ultra-Mobile Premium Family
fujitsu.com/ultra-mobile
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Premium connectivity
Stay flexible in any environment with a full set of interfaces supporting Intel® Thunderbolt™ 3, Global 4G
and Intel® Wi-Fi 6. Work comfortably with full-size ports, including the LAN port, eliminating the need for
extra adapters that might get lost and result in additional costs. And if you ever leave your device, MS
Modern Standby ensures that it is instantly ready for use when you want to start working again.

Outstanding security
Do not compromise on security and privacy. Save yourself the hassle of entering passwords. Instead, log in
conveniently with your palm vein pattern (PalmSecure™), fingerprint or face recognition with Windows Hello
(with IR camera). Furthermore, the privacy camera shutter protects your privacy. And the ePrivacy Filter
(optionally available for the U7310) protects you from prying eyes – for example, on a plane or train.

Ultimate convenience
Make your workday easier with a remarkably slim 19-mm ultra-mobile notebook that can weigh as little as
1.17 kg, has a glare-free HD or FHD display and FHD touch panel option, and is highly durable thanks to its
aluminum/magnesium chassis (tested in accordance with Military Standard MIL-STD-810H).

Made for productive workdays
Work with a full day battery life, multitask faster thanks to Intel® vPro™ platform, dock conveniently at
your desk with the family port replicator, and free your desk from cable clutter.
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The FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U7 Series
One family – three user profiles
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LIFEBOOK U7310

LIFEBOOK U7410

LIFEBOOK U7510

Convenient travel companion:
slim, stylish and easy to carry

Perfect balance between
mobility for business trips and
for all-day ergonomic working

Bigger screen to display
multiple windows
simultaneously

latest 10th Gen Intel® Core™ processors
Windows 10 Pro, Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro for business.
Up to 40 GB DDR4 (2666 MHz)
PalmSecure™, Fingerprint, IR Cam, SmartCard Reader, ePrivacy Filter (optional for U7310), Privacy Camera Shutter
Backlit Keyboard, TPM 2.0
Intel® Optane™
Intel® Thunderbolt™ 3
Global LTE (Cat 9), Wi-Fi 6 (11ax)
Battery up to 13 hours
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